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CommUNITY & Cows

The Dairy Alliance’s Farmer Relations team hosted
CommUNITY & Cows listening sessions across the
region. These events were open to all dairy farmers
and their families. The purpose of the events were to
answer questions, hear concerns and connect farmers
to The Dairy Alliance staff. There were a total of ten
sessions throughout The Dairy Alliance region. At each
session, dairy farmers were able to see an annual
video showcasing program updates and ask questions
regarding The Dairy Alliance programs.
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Contacts
Mekenzie Panhans

Alabama, Georgia & Mississippi
mpanhans@thedairyalliance.com
(678) 369 2035

Denise Jones

Kentucky & Tennessee
djones@thedairyalliance.com
(270) 970 4792

Elizabeth Moretz

North & South Carolina, and Virginia
emoretz@thedairyalliance.com
(828) 406 9482

Undeniably Dairy Efforts
S

ince its launch in June 2018, the Innovation
Center for U.S. Dairy’s campaign to connect
with consumers and build trust in dairy has
exceeded every metric set for reach and
engagement. The potential to shift perception
of dairy is undeniable.
The Undeniably Dairy campaign has reached
a total of 4 billion people world-wide. These
efforts have moved “conflicted health seekers”
to “dairy lovers” by decreasing purchase
intent for dairy alternatives by 14 percent.
Additionally, there have been over 55 million
views on various campaign videos. The
campaign has over 300 partners including
food-service leaders and manufacturers
participating in this campaign and reminding
consumers of their love for dairy. To learn
more about Undeniably Dairy, follow Dairy
Good on Facebook or visit dairygood.com

Looking Ahead
We are excited about many new initiatives and
programs for 2019! January kicks off the year
with our newly designed website that will still
be found at thedairyalliance.com. The new site
will be both consumer and farmer-focused with
a modern feel as well as draw more attention
to all our dairy delicious recipes.
Be sure to follow all the campaigns we are
rolling out by visiting The Dairy Alliance
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest
pages. If you would like more information on
events, campaigns or state-specific programs,
contact your farmer relations manager.

Eat Together, Eat Better with Real Dairy
F

or the month of October, The Dairy
Alliance hosted the Eat Together, Eat
Better with Real Dairy campaign. The
purpose of the campaign was to increase
consumer confidence in milk and other
dairy foods and encourage consumers to
celebrate meal time by eating together
in a fun, relaxed atmosphere. Studies
show eating together improves nutrition,
strengthens family bonds and helps
children perform better in school. To
showcase the importance of eating as
a family, The Dairy Alliance filmed four
dairy farm families eating dinner together
to feature on social media. In these
videos, the families shared tips and tricks
to make mealtime easier and how dairy is
an essential part of their diets. Statistics,
facts and recipes were also shared all
month to encourage families to eat
together and eat better.

Campaign Results
1,200 New

34 Interviews

Email Subscriptions

12 Million

210,000

Consumers Reached Consumer Engagements

Consumer Purchasing Research

I

n an effort to understand consumer
purchasing preferences regarding
locally grown products, The Dairy Alliance
conducted focus groups with traditional
milk and alternative beverage consumers.
The focus groups were hosted in-person
in Atlanta and Nashville and through
online discussion boards in Charlotte,
Orlando and Miami. Through these focus
groups, The Dairy Alliance gained a better
understanding of the factors behind the
purchasing habits of consumers including
local and third-party labels. If you have
questions about the research, please
contact Rebecca Egsieker, at
regsieker@thedairyalliance.com

“

Milk is not one of those things
where you’re like, ‘Oh, I’m going
to try a different one today.

”

- Traditional Atlanta

Fluid Milk at Retail Update
Milk Fat Levels

Whole milk continues to be a growth segment in milk. It is
the largest fat level variety with 38% volume share of
total retail milk, up from 29% in 2013. Whole milk’s
growth in 2018 has moderated from 2016-17.
Fat-free milk, in contrast, has been down with in
each of the last three years and currently accounts
for 8% of milk retail volume.
Sixty-eight percent of households purchased whole milk over the
past 52 weeks, slightly higher than the number purchasing 2%
milk. Within households that purchase whole milk,
it accounts for 43% of their milk requirements,
indicating that many households purchase a second
fat variety of milk over the course of a year.

T

Milk Revitalization Alliance

Households Buying
52 Weeks End 10-7-18
68%

64%

51%
24%

Whole

2%

1%

Fat Free

Gallons per Buyer
52 Weeks End 10-7-18
16.3

Whole

17.1
9.7
2%

1%

10.9
Fat Free

he Fluid Milk Revitalization program is a part of a collaborative effort between DMI, Milk PEP,
and other dairy industry leaders to increase dairy sales. The goal of the program is to work
with retailers, such as Kroger and Publix, on a national level to make changes in the dairy case.
The program takes the latest consumer purchasing research and tests a variety of marketing
strategies in the dairy aisle. The dairy department uses just three percent of retail space but
generates ten percent of sales. Ninety percent of large shopping baskets contain a dairy item, half
of those are milk. This data shows dairy is the jewel of the store and retailers shouldn’t risk being
out-of-stock. Forms of innovation include new flavor profiles and value added products. These
innovations give consumers more choices in the dairy case.
Sourced by DMI Strategic Intelligence

Restaurant Innovations

T

he holiday season is in full swing, and our
restaurant partners know the holidays are
the perfect time to highlight a special dairy treat!
Krystal and Cracker Barrel are both showing their
love for dairy this season by offering limited time
dairy desserts. Krystal is offering a maple bourbon
milkshake during their milkshake contest at 360
locations across the Southeast. The contest will
award Apple watches to all staff at the store that
serves the most milkshakes, including whipped
cream, from October 29 to January 6.
Cracker Barrel is celebrating the holiday season
by promoting a limited-time offer of salted
caramel ice cream. This is the first flavor of ice
cream at Cracker Barrel since they started using
vanilla ice cream. The new flavor will be available
at all 653 Cracker Barrel locations across the
nation. The promotion will run from the start of
November through Christmas Eve. Be sure to try
these holiday treats and show these restaurants
some dairy good support!

Dairy Checkoff:

Building Trust and Sales

GROWING CONSUMPTION

of dairy products through
menu, product, packaging
and marketing innovation via
domestic and global partnerships

EXPANDING EXPORTS

to a target of 20% of
annual U.S. production
and increasing export value

CONVENING LEADERS

through the Innovation Center
for U.S. Dairy to work together
on pre-competitive issues and
opportunities that enable U.S.
Dairy to speak with a unified
voice and build trust with
consumers and stakeholders

SHARING DAIRY’S STORY
responsibly produced
locally driven
nutrient rich
real enjoyment

INVESTING IN RESEARCH
that reinforce dairy’s
commitment to nutrition,
environmental sustainability
and community impact

